Multi-channel registration of fractional anisotropy and T1-weighted images in the presence of atrophy: application to multiple sclerosis
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Summary

Co-registration of structural T1-weighted (T1w) scans and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-derived fractional anisotropy (FA) maps to a common space is of particular interest in neuroimaging, as T1w scans can be used for brain segmentation while DTI can provide microstructural tissue information. While the effect of lesions on registration has been tackled and solutions are available, the issue of atrophy is still open to discussion. Multi-channel (MC) registration algorithms have the advantage of maintaining anatomical correspondence between different contrast images after registration to any target space. In this work, we test the performance of an MC registration approach applied to T1w and FA data using simulated brain atrophy images. Experimental results are compared with a standard single-channel registration approach.

Both qualitative and quantitative evaluations are presented, showing that the MC approach provides better alignment with the target while maintaining better T1w and FA co-alignment.
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Introduction

Nowadays, research studies in multiple sclerosis (MS) (Ashtari et al., 2014) involve the use of both conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Goruku et al., 2011) and quantitative MRI methods such as diffusion-weighted (DW) imaging (DWI); these new MRI techniques are also used in other diseases affecting the brain (Baglieri et al., 2013). A key challenge in quantitative MRI analysis is the registration of scans to structural images that can be used to segment gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and lesions. However, both lesions and tissue atrophy can adversely affect registration. While in this study we focus on MS, this can also be seen in other neurological conditions, particularly in older cohorts where age-related or vascular lesions are seen in combination with disease-related tissue atrophy, for example in subjects with Alzheimer’s disease. The effects of lesions on registration and tissue segmentation have already been assessed on T1-weighted (T1w) volumetric scans, and techniques for minimizing them developed (Sdika et al. 2009; Chard et al., 2010; Battaglini et al., 2012; Ceccarelli et al., 2012). However, MS-associated atrophy (as shown in Fig. 1) is also a substantial issue, making registration inaccurate. This is particularly apparent when the target is a template based on healthy control data and the source scan is from a person with progressive MS, where ventricular enlargement may be prominent (as shown in Fig. 2) (Derakhshan et al., 2010). In such a situation very large deformations are required to bring the ventricles into alignment, and methods developed to work with healthy controls may fail.

In the case of multi-contrast regional studies a registration step is often also required to align several subjects to a template space while maintaining intra-subject alignment of images with different contrasts such as T1w scans and diffusion MRI-derived indices. Registration of multi-spectral MRI data is usually undertaken either independently for each modality or
using transformations determined by registering T1w structural scans. However, diffusion MRI metrics, such as fractional anisotropy (FA), also contain structural information complementary to that of T1w scans, and so using both simultaneously to guide image registration may improve alignment in multi-modal analysis (Park et al., 2003; Geng et al., 2012). Several registration strategies have been proposed over the last few years:

1. Single-channel (SC), where individual different contrast datasets are deformed independently. In situations where source and target images belong to different modalities, e.g., T1w, T2-weighted (T2w), DW, diffusion tensor (DT), the registration is considered multi-modal (Wells et al., 1996; Ourselin et al., 2000; Guimond et al., 2001; Archip et al., 2007; Studholme, 2008; Klein et al., 2010; Walmum et al., 2011), while if source and target images correspond to the same image modality the registration is mono-modal (Thirion, 1996, 1998; Rueckert et al., 1999, 2003; Studholme et al., 2004; Vercauteren et al., 2007, 2008; Modat et al., 2010a). In this work, a multi-modal strategy is used when intra-subject registration is performed, and a mono-modal one when we perform SC inter-subject registrations.

2. Single modality-based approaches, where only one dataset is used to estimate the deformations and the other datasets are deformed according to the first. In this work, we based the deformations on the T1w sequence (T1w-based).

3. Multi-channel (MC) registration processes where each space contains more than one modality to compute the deformation. A previous co-alignment between the images in each space (source and target) is needed. The MC approach performs a simultaneous registration of two different modalities to a specific target (Park et al., 2003; Miller et al., 1993; Guimond et al., 2002; Avants et al., 2007), exploiting the complementary information in images of different modalities. This solution was previously developed by Studholme (2008), who combined structural and full DT information into the same registration process. More recently, Daga et al. (2011) proposed a normalised mutual information (NMI) expression able to perform this MC registration in a more computationally efficient manner, although only using the FA information rather than the full tensor. The latter approach (Daga et al., 2011) is the one used in this work.

Registration of MRI images affected by lesions and atrophy to a healthy target space is challenging, but can be improved by taking care of some of the problems. There exist freely available algorithms that include lesion filling, e.g. at the websites of FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/lesion_filling), SPM-LST (http://www.applied-statistics.de/lst.html), and SPM-SLF (http://eia.udg.edu/salem/sflToolbox/software.html), which allow lesion inpainting of T1w images in order to minimize biases in image intensity distributions. However, such algorithms have not yet been developed for other modalities, in particular for DT imaging (DTI)-derived indices. Fewer studies have proposed solutions to the issue of registering multiple images of different contrast also affected by severe atrophy to a common space. In this study we tackle the specific issue of improving alignment between T1w and FA data for a single subject after registration to a common space. This is a particular concern when dealing with MS subjects because of the differences in the extent of atrophy across subjects, who sometimes also show large ventricular enlargement (Fig. 2). In such cases, the substantial anatomical structural difference between the source and target images requires very large deformations. Furthermore, in MS, both MS lesions and atrophy affect the different MRI process-

Figure 1 - Images in a healthy subject (on the left) and in an MS patient with ventricular enlargement and lesions (on the right). a,e) T1w axial images; b,f) T1w sagittal images; c,g) FA axial images; d,h) FA sagittal images. The lesions are circled in red.
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In line with the work of Modat et al. (2010b), we propose to generate simulated brain atrophy images by using healthy control scans deformed to match scans from MS patients. This approach enables us to evaluate different registration approaches by registering these simulated images back to the unaltered healthy control scans. Previous studies have outlined a number of different algorithms that can be used to simulate atrophy for different specific applications (Camara et al., 2006; Karaçali and Davatzikos, 2006). However, there is no established method for simulating MS lesions on both T1w and FA images. In this study, therefore, we propose a simple method in which MS brains are simulated using Demons registration (DReg) of healthy subjects to MS subjects (Thirion, 1998; Vercauteren et al., 2008), whose images contain both MS lesions and atrophy, and an independent method is then used to test the registration of each atrophied dataset back to its original healthy subject. To evaluate the registration pipeline we performed both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the registration results, comparing the MC approach with standard SC registrations back to the original healthy subject images. In our study, 10 healthy subjects and 10 MS patients were used to generate 100 brain atrophy simulations. A qualitative evaluation using checkerboards and difference images as well as a quantitative analysis using the mean intensity difference are included in this work. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the impact of the lesions in the MS subjects, we also analyzed registration results when the MS lesions on T1w had been filled prior to the atrophy simulation.

Figure 2 - Misalignment between T1w and FA brain images of an MS patient after registration to a healthy subject.

The box at the top shows the input images (original MS patient on the left and target healthy subject on the right).

The box at the bottom shows: the checkerboard between T1w and FA of the original healthy subject (top row) and the checkerboard between the two output images of the single-channel registration (bottom row).
Methods

MRI data

SUBjECTS

Ten healthy subjects (mean age: 41.8 years, 4 males and 6 females) and 10 patients with MS (6 relapsing-remitting, 3 secondary progressive, 1 primary progressive, mean age: 41.6 years, 3 males and 7 females, mean disease duration: 13.2 years, median Expanded Disability Status Scale score = 2.5) were scanned on a 3T Philips Achieva scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands), with a 32-channel head coil.

MRI PROTOCOL

i) Dual echo proton density T2w scan: voxel size = 1 x 1 x 3 mm, TR = 3500 ms, TE = 19/85 ms; ii) three-dimensional (3D) fast-field echo T1w structural scan: voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, TR = 6.9 ms, TE = 3.1 ms, inversion time TI = 824 ms, field of view 256 x 256 x 180 sagittal slices; iii) DTI acquisition: cardiac-gated SE-EPI, TR ≈ 24 s (depending on the subject’s heart rate), TE = 68 ms, number of DW directions = 61 (b = 1200 s/mm²), number of non-DW (b0) scans = 7, voxel size = 2 x 2 x 2 mm, SENSE acceleration factor = 3.1.

ATROPHY SIMULATIONS

From the 10 healthy subjects we generated a total of 100 simulations of atrophied brains. This was done by deforming the 10 healthy subjects into the native space of each of the 10 patients in order to introduce different rates of MS atrophy; for this purpose we used DReg. To generate the data for the testing purposes, T1w, FA, T2w and b0 images were used, although here we evaluate only the performance of the registrations done using the T1w and FA images. Furthermore, another set of 100 simulations was generated after first filling the MS lesions (Chard et al., 2010) on the T1w images, prior to performing the atrophy simulation.

Image processing

The image processing strategy presented in this work consists of three parts: i) pre-processing steps; ii) registration of T1w and FA images to a target space; and iii) evaluation of different registration pipelines (SC, MC and T1w-based).

PRE-PROCESSING

Pre-processing involves calculation of the DT maps, including FA maps, from the DW images (DTI processing), and the creation of MC datasets for each subject (intra-subject registration) to be used in the creation of the simulated atrophy data (simulated atrophy data).

DTI processing. The DTI dataset was first corrected for eddy current distortions using the eddy_correct command from the FMRIB Software Library (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), assuming a linear co-registration between all the 3D volumes, with the first b0 image being taken as the reference image. The free open-source toolkit Camino (http://www.camino.org.uk) was then used to fit the DT and compute the FA in each voxel in the space of the first b0 image. For anatomical reference and registration purposes, we also computed the average b0 image, after the co-registration step, from seven non-DW b0 images acquired as part of the DTI dataset.

Intra-subject registration. To perform the registration of T1w and FA images to a common space, it is essential to first align these images in the subject’s native space. We registered the FA images to the T1w data in native space in order to retain the information from the higher resolution of these scans.

Figure 3 shows the overall scheme for co-registering T1w and FA images. For each of the 10 healthy subjects and 10 MS patients’ datasets we performed the following steps:

Figure 3 - Pipeline for the generation of the multi-channel data (T1w + FA).

Ref = reference image; Mov = moving image; NR_l = NiftyReg linear; NR_nl = NiftyReg non-linear.
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1. The average b0 volume was aligned to the corresponding anatomical T2w using a non-rigid registration method from NiftyReg (http://cmic.cs.ucl.ac.uk/home/software) (Modat et al., 2010a) to correct for EPI-induced distortions in the DW data (Muhler et al., 2013).

2. The T2w images were then aligned with the T1w images via affine registration with NiftyReg (Ourselin et al., 2000, 2001, 2002).

3. The composition of the deformation field (b0 to T2w, computed at step 1) and the transformation matrix (T2w to T1w, computed at step 2) allows us to transform images from the DTI space to the T1w space (and vice versa). This transformation was then applied to FA maps to obtain FA co-registered to T1w data in native space. The co-registered images (FA and T1w) obtained in this step were used as target images in the SC and T1w-based registration strategies of the simulated atrophy datasets, and concatenated to generate the MC data of T1w and DW images in native space, needed as the input for the MC registration.

Once the MC data had been created, we had all the data needed to test the registration of T1w and FA images to a target space using either an MC or an SC registration method. We always combined subsequent transformations in order to apply a single interpolation to the data and avoid interpolation-related biases and errors.

Simulated atrophy data. The strategy used to generate these simulations consists of three steps (Fig. 4):

1. Deformation of each T1w image from a healthy subject space to each MS patient space. This registration uses the NiftyReg software (Ourselin et al., 2000, 2001, 2002; Modat et al., 2010a) for rigid and affine registration and DReg (Vercauteren et al., 2008) for the deformation process.

2. Transportation of each healthy subject’s FA map into the same subject’s T1w space using the intra-subject registration pipeline as detailed above (Fig. 3).

3. Application of atrophy deformation, obtained in step 1 using the T1w image, to the aligned FA map resulting from step 2.

These three steps were performed for each of the 10 healthy subjects to match them to each of the 10 MS patients (Fig. 4) in such a way that we obtained 100 simulated atrophy datasets, derived from original MS subjects and also containing MS lesions. This set of data was used for evaluating the registration performance. Henceforth we will refer to the 10 healthy subjects’ dataset as HSOrig, MSorig and HSMorig. The original 10 MS subjects’ datasets will be referred to as MSMS, orig, MSorig and MSOrig (an MC dataset from the original MS patients was not created as they were used only as the targets to simulate atrophy). The 100 datasets deformed to simulate MS will be the input of the registrations and will be referred to as MSMS, orig, MSorig and MSOrig.

Note that first subindex refers to the image modality and the second to the specific subset.

It is important to note that DReg is a symmetric log-domain diffeomorphic registration algorithm that deforms the input source image (Isource(x,y,z)) into the target image (Itarget(x,y,z)) returning both the deformation field T and the inverse deformation field T⁻¹ (both consisting of a vector field where each vector is applied to each voxel). Those two deformations allow transformation of either the input Isource(x,y,z) into the resultant image (R(x,y,z)) by T, or the inverse by T⁻¹. The inverse transformation of the atrophy generation provides us with the ground truth that is needed to evaluate how well our registration approach can recover the simulated atrophy.

To summarize, DReg receives Isource(x,y,z) and Itarget(x,y,z) and outputs:

DReg(Isource(x,y,z),Itarget(x,y,z)) → [R(x,y,z), T, T⁻¹],

where R(x,y,z), T and T⁻¹ are the output image and the transformations T mentioned earlier. Here Isource, Itarget, and R are HSOrig, MSorig, and MSOrig, respectively.

The non-linear registration method used in this step of atrophy generation was performed using the Symmetric Log-Domain Diffeomorphic Demons Algorithm (Vercauteren et al., 2008), which has the advantage over previous Demons algorithms of providing the inverse of the spatial transformation. Demons is an iterative optimization procedure, which tries to minimize the cost function based on the sum of squared differences of the two images (Isource and Itarget) plus the regularization of a Gaussian kernel by a second order optimization method.

Using this atrophy simulation procedure we also created another set of 100 simulations in which, in accordance with the approach of Chard et al. (2010), the lesions on MSMS (with j = SC, T1w-based and MC) images were filled before performing the registration of the HSM to each MS patient space (step 1).

Registration

In this section we focus on the main purpose of this work, which is to use an MC approach based on the work of Daga et al. (2011), which, in turn, is based on the Free Form Deformation (FFD) algorithm of...
Rueckert et al. (1999), and to compare it with classical SC approaches. The three different strategies evaluated in this study and explained here below all start from the co-registered $MS_{T1w,Sim}$ and $MS_{FA,Sim}$ images, and the $MS_{AC,Sim}$ obtained from the data preparation in the pre-processing step, as well as the $HS_{T1w}$ the $HS_{FA}$ and the $HS_{MC}$. Note that Demons is based on a non-parametric approach that includes a Gaussian smoothing kernel, while FFD is a parametric model that uses B-Splines. Therefore, the two transformation models are independent, and recovering simulated deformation created with the Demons using FFD is appropriate and unbiased.

The FFD algorithm consists of the same main registration steps, i.e. the optimization of a cost function, transformation of the moving image and interpolation function. The similarity measure used by Modat et al. (2010b) is based on the NMI. This measure is regularized by adding a penalty term (bending energy) computed at the control point positions in order to smooth the transformation. This cost function is optimized by the conjugate gradient ascent. The transformation model locally deforms the moving image using cubic B-Splines. Moreover, as stated by Daga et al. (2011), when the MC approach is used a reformation of the NMI is needed. Therefore, after deforming the original healthy subject images ($I_{source}(x,y,z)$) into simulated atrophy images ($R_i(x,y,z)$) by registering them to the MS patients ($I_{source}(x,y,z)$) we recovered the simulated atrophy with the NiftyReg software, $NReg$, by registering the $R_i(x,y,z)$ images back to the original subject data ($I_{source}(x,y,z)$). $NReg$ receives $R_i(x,y,z)$ and $I_{source}(x,y,z)$ and outputs:

$$NReg(R_i(x,y,z), I_{source}(x,y,z)) \rightarrow [R_i(x,y,z), T_i]$$

The result of this registration, where $R_i(x,y,z)$ is the warped image and $T_i$ is the deformation field, is compared with the original image, $I_{source}$, where an ideal registration should give:

$$T_i(R_i(x,y,z)) = T_i^{-1}(R_i(x,y,z))$$

where $R_i = MS_{T1w,Sim}$ $I_{source} = HSF_S$ and $R_j = MS_{AC,Sim}$ with $i = T1w$, FA, MC and $j = SC$, $T1w$-based, MC respectively. The process explained above is used to compare the performance of the three different registration strategies, when registering the 100 simulations to the original healthy subjects:

1. **Mono-modal single-channel registration.** Each specific modality, $MS_{T1w,Sim}$ and $MS_{FA,Sim}$ is registered to its corresponding target modality, $HS_{T1w}$ and $HS_{FA}$ respectively, as schematically shown in figure 5a. We use the registration of Modat et al. (2010a). The output of these registrations are noted as $MS_{T1w,RegSC}$ and $MS_{FA,RegSC}$ respectively.

2. **$T1w$-based registration.** In this registration approach the deformation of one modality is used as a transformation model for all the source images. We refer to this strategy as a one modality-based SC approach, which in our experiments applies the transformations from $MS_{T1w,Sim}$ to $HS_{T1w}$ also to transform $MS_{AC,Sim}$ into the target space, $HS_{MC}$. This strategy is schematically represented in figure 5b. The output of this registration will be $MS_{T1w,RegT1w-based}$ and $MS_{AC,RegT1w-based}$.

3. **Multi-channel registration.** Conversely to the SC approaches 1) and 2), here the different modalities are merged into one MC dataset for both source, $MS_{AC,Sim}$ and target, $HS_{MC}$, images. This approach is based on the work presented by Daga et al. (2011) where the NMI similarity measure from Modat et al. (2010a) was re-edited to share the information of different modalities during registration. Figure 5c illustrates the MC approach, where the images are simultaneously registered to the target. The output of this registration will be $MS_{T1w,RegMC}$ and $MS_{RegAC}$.

**Evaluation**

We evaluate the performance of the registration in two ways using simulated atrophy and its recovery: i) using a qualitative analysis based on a checkerboard image (visual agreement); ii) calculating the mean intensity of the absolute value of the difference images.

**Checkerboard image**

The checkerboard between the registered T1w and FA images allows visual inspection of alignment accuracy.

**Figure 5 - Three different registration strategies compared in the analysis of the experimental results.**
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based on the continuity of structural features and it shows: i) how well the registration process works in terms of matching the source image to the target image; ii) how well different source image modalities, e.g. T1w and FA, are aligned to each other in the target space.

DIFFERENCE IMAGE

Here the registration performance is assessed within each modality using a global rather than a local index. A difference image $D(x,y,z)$ is calculated using the target ($I_{\text{orig}}(x,y,z)$) and the registered image ($R_{\text{reg}}(x,y,z)$) of the same modality (e.g. $HS_{\text{SC}}$ and $MS_{\text{SC,Reg}}$ respectively, or $HS_{\text{T1w}}$ and $MS_{\text{T1w,Reg}}$ with $j = \text{SC}$, T1w-based, MC), and it is assumed that better registration corresponds to a lower overall mean value. These difference images have been used in previous applications, i.e. to help localize MS lesion changes in longitudinal studies (Liadors et al. 2012) or to detect anatomical structures in medical images (Díez et al. 2011). For each registration method (Fig. 5) we computed $D(x,y,z)$, performing a voxel-wise subtraction between the original subject (target in each registration) and the result registration. To compute $D(x,y,z)$, the results of each registration method were normalized due to the vastly different intensities that may appear in the T1w images. We chose to normalize to the CSF, because WM and GM may differ in T1w images from healthy and from MS subjects. Therefore, we considered the ratio: intensity voxel divided by mean of the CSF. Furthermore, we quantified the mean of $D(x,y,z)$, $\text{Mean}_D$, which provides a quantitative measure of the goodness of the registration methods, where the smaller $\text{Mean}_D$ is, the more accurate the registration. Note that to compute the difference we always used the absolute values.

In order to assess the registration performance at tissue-class level, $\text{Mean}_D$ was computed for the whole brain as well as for WM and GM masks. The whole brain mask was obtained using the Brain Extraction Tool (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BET) (Smith, 2002) while the tissue class segmentation was performed using the SPM8 toolbox (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). However, as the result of the segmentation is a probability map per tissue type, we performed a maximum likelihood operation to identify voxels belonging to masks of GM and WM, which were computed by assigning each voxel the class of maximum likelihood (probability threshold 0.5).

To assess whether $\text{Mean}_D$ values were significantly different when calculated for each registration method, the Bonferroni correction test (Holm, 1979) was performed to counteract multiple comparisons. To analyze the statistical significance of these comparisons, we carried out a one-way ANOVA to compare the performance of the different methods, considering as a null hypothesis ($H_0$) that the means are equal with a 5% confidence level ($\alpha = 0.05$).

Results

Data processed in the pre-processing section were then used for all the registration experiments, with original healthy subjects (10 cases) as target and simulated MS subjects (100 cases) as source. We repeated these experiments with the MS subjects in which lesions had first been filled, before simulation. Figure 6 shows an example of the images through the various steps for SC registration (original, simulated and registered).

Checkerboard evaluation

The first assessment was based on qualitative analyses using the checkerboard images to compare how the structures were aligned with each other for each combination of images: i) T1w result vs T1w target; ii) FA result vs FA target; and iii) T1w result vs FA result. This was performed for SC, MC and T1w-based registrations (as summarized in figure 4). In this stage, as well as comparing against the target, we checked whether the registration process kept the original alignment between T1w and FA for each registration approach.

In particular, we carefully inspected the alignment of the corpus callosum, which is very close to the ventricles, and can therefore be affected by their large enlargement, and can undergo thinning as a result of pathology but also of large image processing deformations, especially when registered to a healthy brain. Also, we assessed the cortical regions because their low FA values make them challenging to register properly with T1w. Figure 7 provides an illustration of the combined results for each registration strategy and each modality for one of the simulated MS datasets, with large deformations due to severe simulated atrophy.

![Figure 6 - Original atrophied and registered T1w images.](image_url)
The bottom row illustrates the problem of the registration back to the original healthy subject, using a single-channel registration pipeline, where the software is not able to recover the ventricles.
On visual inspection we observed that:

1. When employing the SC approach in the presence of a high level of atrophy the registration cannot recover structures like the corpus callosum and therefore the alignment with the target image is not accurate. Moreover, poor structure alignment is also observed when comparing the co-alignment of \(MS_{T1w,RegSC}\) and \(MS_{FA,RegSC}\) in the target space, e.g. the FA WM structures do not match the WM structures on the T1w image.

2. When employing the T1w-based registration approach, similar results are noticeable when comparing the results of the registration between the same modality source and target images, e.g. \(MS_{FA,RegT1w-based}\) and \(HS_{T1w}\) or \(MS_{T1w,RegT1w-based}\). As expected, though, the co-alignment of T1w and FA images in the target space, e.g. of \(MS_{FA,RegT1w-based}\) with \(MS_{FA,RegSC}\) is better due to their initial co-registration.

3. Finally, when employing the MC approach the corpus callosum of the registered images, \(MS_{T1w,RegMC}\) and \(MS_{FA,RegMC}\), is better aligned with the corresponding target images, \(HS_{T1w}\) and \(HS_{FA}\), compared to what is observed with the SC method, for both T1w and FA data. Due to the inherent co-registration of \(MS_{FA,RegMC}\) and \(MS_{T1w,RegMC}\) structures are well matched across modalities.

**Difference image evaluation**

The difference image between \(MS_{T1w,Reg}\) and \(HS_{T1w}\) was computed for all simulated data and for \(j = SC, MC\) (Fig. 8), while the difference image for FA was computed for \(j = SC, T1w-based, MC\) (Fig. 8).

On visual inspection, SC registration was associated with higher intensity differences between registered and target T1w images in the corpus callosum and periventricular areas. T1w-based registration was associated with higher intensity differences for FA images. The MC approach provided the lowest intensity differences for both T1w and FA images. This was confirmed in all the simulated data and registration tests.

To corroborate the visual results, we compared the Mean\(_D\) image between the different registration methods shown in figure 9. SC and MC registrations produced similar results on T1w over the whole brain or the GM mask. No consistent pattern was observed on the T1w registrations of the WM mask. For registration of FA images, the MC approach presented lower mean difference values for all cases (whole brain, WM mask and GM mask; Fig. 9).

Last, we assessed whether the Mean\(_D\) scores differed between the SC and MC registrations. Analyzing the Bonferroni test, we observed that for T1w images, SC and MC approaches showed no significant differences. Instead, for FA images, the MC approach led to significantly lower Mean\(_D\) for whole brain, GM and WM masks (\(p<0.01\)). This can be explained by the fact that the T1w image provides information for example in GM regions where FA presents very low contrast. We conclude that MC registration provides better alignment to a target as well as better T1w and FA co-alignment in target space.

**Simulated images with lesions filled**

Similarly to the results presented before, the registration strategies for both T1w and FA images followed a similar trend when registering the simulated images with the MS lesions-filled T1w dataset, obtaining better FA and T1w image alignment with MC. We performed statistical analysis using the Bonferroni test obtaining significant differences between strategies (\(p<0.01\)). On the other hand, we also performed a balanced one-way ANOVA analysis individually for each registration strategy (SC, T1w-based and MC).
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Figure 8 - Difference image of T1w and FA from SC, MC and T1w-based approach. Difference of T1w images from a) SC and b) MC results. Difference between FA images for c) SC registration, d) T1w-based approach, and e) MC registration. The brighter the voxels the greater the differences. All the images are from the same subject at the same location where first row are axial and second row are sagittal image orientations. The range of intensities has been optimized for better visualization of the differences (voxel values range in all the images from 0 to 1).

Figure 9 - Bar plot of the mean intensity of the difference image for the T1w images on the left and FA images on the right. Values for each patient (319, 342, ... 739) are the mean of the 10 MS simulations; the error bar illustrates the standard deviation.
between simulated images with lesions and simulated images with lesions filled. The p-values obtained in all cases did not suggest to reject the null hypothesis (p>>0.05), confirming that the effect of the MS lesions was not significant in the proposed atrophy simulation. Figure 10 illustrates the results obtained for the MSFA, RegMC when using both the original and lesion-filled simulations.

Figure 10 - Boxplot of the MC registration results when using the original and lesion-filled simulations. Differences are computed between the MSFA, RegMC result image and the original HSF A.

Discussion

Registration of the individual T1w images to the target space showed similar performances between the mono-modal SC, T1w-based and MC approaches. This may relate to the well-defined tissue contrast between GM and WM on these images, but could also be due to preserved signal in GM, allowing the SC approach to perform well. On the FA maps, however, both qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrated significantly better registration when the MC approach was used. This was apparent on whole brain, GM and WM alignment. It was also reflected in the alignment of FA with T1w data after registration, which provided substantially greater accuracy when using the MC strategy. We also demonstrated that MC, compared to SC and T1w-based, offers improved results of T1w and FA co-registration in common space; even though both MC and T1w-based strategies rely on initial co-registration of FA and T1w in native space, the final direct alignment, i.e. T1w and FA alignment, in common space was significantly better for MC techniques.

An important point to consider in this experimental analysis is that the SC approach provided good co-registration between the input image and the target space. This may not be the case in real patient data, where it is well known that WM and GM contain lesions, causing localized and sometimes diffuse intensity changes across the whole brain. In our simulations we evaluated the effect of atrophy, but not focal intensity changes, such as the WM lesions that are characteristic of MS. The rationale for our choice to concentrate on atrophy was highlighted in the introduction and rested on the fact that the influence of WM lesions on registration outcomes is limited when it comes to the whole brain (Roura et al., 2012). This was also shown when repeating the experiments using simulations created using previously lesion-filled T1w images from MS subjects. Moreover, strategies to cope with lesions, such as inpainting, have been proposed and validated only for the T1w modality (Sdika and Pelletier, 2009; Chard et al., 2010; Battaglini et al., 2012), while they still need to be developed for DTI-derived indices such as FA where local properties of signal intensities are far from uniform even within a specific tissue type. Furthermore, it is important to consider standard target spaces such as the MNI atlas or a group-specific atlas built with MS patient data, which could simplify registration of patient scans. Despite the clear improvements presented in this work, there are some limitations that should be addressed in future studies. For instance, we generated simulated atrophy by registering T1w images of healthy controls to T1w images of MS patients and then we applied the same transformation to FA images of the same subjects. This procedure ensured that the FA and T1w images were deformed equally, but it did not accurately reproduce the presence of MS lesions. Previous evaluations, though, confirmed that lesions have minimal effect on MC (T1w and FA) registration to a common space (Battaglini et al., 2012; Roura et al., 2012), therefore justifying the use of the proposed strategy as a simple means of atrophy generation without having to explicitly consider MS lesions. Following previous work presented by Daga et al. (2011), we focused on the evaluation of an MC pipeline applied to T1w and FA images. However, it is well known that other indices from the DTI matrix or even other imaging modalities could provide complementary information and could also be used for the MC registration pipeline.

In conclusion, this paper has presented an MC registration approach for moving T1w and FA images to a healthy control target space. The registration pipeline was tested in people with MS with atrophy and marked ventricular enlargement. For the experimental evaluation, we proposed our own atrophy generation framework based on deforming healthy subjects by registering them to real MS patients with MS lesions and atrophy. We created 100 simulated atrophy images from original healthy subjects who were registered to the patients. A comparison between SC and MC registration with qualitative and quantitative analysis has been presented. We have shown that for FA, more than for T1w images, MC registration offers significant improvements in alignment accuracy over SC or T1w approaches. Studies registering FA maps to common space should consider using MC registrations in preference to SC or T1w-based pipelines.
Multi-channel registration in the presence of atrophy
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